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The Divine Rhythm of Security

Restore health and serenity in your body, mind and emotions.
The Divine Rhythm of Security is a rhythm of
empowerment. The resonate frequency of this Rhythm
emanates from the trachea through the lungs and out
into the body with each Breath that you take when the
Divine Rhythms of Joy and Balance are present. It is an
expression of trust and confidence in the Divine support
of your being - knowing that you are safe at all times
cradled in the Heart and Mind of God.
This feeling of safety opens up consciousness within
you to perceive the possibilities and options available to
you in all aspects of life. It encourages positive thought
and action rather than a negative focus. It uplifts your
emotions assisting in the movement out of despair and
loss. It opens your awareness to perceive your reason
for living.
This Divine Rhythm of joyful balance gives
you peace of mind with yourself, your actions and
your life. It awakens an awareness within you of the
magnificence of your soul, allowing you to know,
experience and share the love within you at greater
depths while embracing gratitude for each moment.
This gentle sweet Rhythm moves you into the in breath
and out breath of receiving and giving encouragement
and acknowledgement–creating a flow of energy to
open new paths of discovery and accomplishment while
turning your natural talents into useful skills.
It is directly connected to the flow of the Breath
of Life through the body. In addition, it is the same
frequency as the element of sulfur, which influences
the longevity of the physical body. Remember the story
of Ponce de Leon? His famed fountain of youth was a
natural artesian well of sulfur water.
It is the emotions of insecurity, injustice and despair
which interfere with your natural Divine Rhythm of
Security, suppressing the mechanisms of physical
health and vitality. When these emotions are prevalent,

the stress creates a chemical imbalance within the body,
weakening the immune system and creating distress
within the respiratory, lymph and intestinal systems.
Common reactions and physical conditions related
to this stress are craving sugar, indigestion, intestinal
conditions, decreased metabolism, weight gain, water
retention, distress in the lungs, bronchi, trachea and
sinuses, allergies, sluggish lymph flow, bladder
infections and a slowing down of the cleansing of
toxins within the body. These combined reactions often
lead to excessive fungus growth, Candida and parasitic
invasion on a cell level, which in turn decreases the
presence of joyful balance in the body, mind and
personality, creating a vicious cycle and downward
spiral into physical, mental, and emotional despair and
limitation.
The Divine Rhythm of Security is soft and gentle
and at the same time can be one of the most powerful
Rhythms of all. As it lifts you out of despair and
limitation, it awakens an understanding of how to move
into the flow of grace upon this Earth. What may appear
to be a magical moment or even a miracle is often the
Breath and movement of Security throughout the body,
mind and personality. Opening avenues of change in
your life, it moves you into this Universal flow of life. It
can lift you out of rigidity into flexibility and resiliency
helping you to let go of those things which no longer
serve you. It is within this Rhythm that you feel safe
to let go of negative, outdated beliefs and irrelevant
perceptions based on erroneous reference points.
As you begin to trust and experience
the magnificence of your Soul,
you begin to feel safe.
Like being cradled in the arms of Creation,
insecurity gives way to security
and serenity fills your being.

The content of this and all publications is suggestions from personal energetic observation by the creator of the
Harmonic Products. Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease. They work with the energy of the body.
For treatment of medical conditions, contact a health care professional.

Moving into the Divine Rhythm of Security
Turn on soft relaxing music*.
Sit upright on a firm chair, so your back is a few inches from the back of the chair,
and begin to gently rock back and forth.
Pay attention to your breathing.
You can feel your lungs expanding and contracting as you inhale and exhale.
Focus on the air entering the nose, going through the trachea and into the lungs,
then leaving the lungs, going through the trachea and out the mouth.
Open your solar plexus gently as you inhale, relaxing as you exhale,
letting your whole body breathe with you, into the waves of the Breath and into the Peace.
Focus on the word security and perceive the gentle, strong sense of serenity fill your being
And move on the waves of the Breath,
Into your heart,
Up through your chest, and across your shoulders,
Down your arms, into your hands and fingers,
Up your neck and into the center of your head,
Across your face, in your eyes,
Through your mouth, jaw and neck,
Into your atlas at the top of the spine,
Cascading down and through your spine,
Through your back, sacrum, sacroiliac and hips,
Into your tailbone and pelvic cradle,
Moving down through your thighs and legs, and into your feet and toes,
Up through your abdomen,
Across your solar plexus, back into your heart,
And out through your body, into all of the fluids and tissues of the body.
Perceive the movement of this gentle embrace of joyful balance and serenity filling your being.
Lift your arms and let your body begin to describe this feeling in movements,
describing what security feels like with your body, without words.
Then begin to define in your mind what you are feeling using harmonic adjectives such as safe, free, liberated, etc.
Return to your heart center and sit quietly, embraced in the Waves of the Breath,
your solar plexus gently opening as you inhale, relaxing as you exhale,
letting yourself be filled with a sense of security and serenity from deep within,
as you contemplate on what security means to you.
Finish with a proclamation, “Divine Security is the expression of trust and confidence in the Divine support of
your Soul-Self - knowing you are safe at all times, cradled in the Heart and Mind of God.”
* The music used for all of the attunements is Desert Flower by JoAnna Burns-Miller. It can be purchased at most book
stores or through Harmonics International.

Inspire your Divine Rhythm of Security with Harmonic Liquid “Security”!

Receive 1/2 oz. Harmonic Security FREE with your $100.00+ Sept. ‘16 order! (1 per customer)
Order at 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 or online at www.harmonicsinternational.com

Harmonic Products and Attunements do not treat or cure disease, they enhance the energies of the body.
For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

Awaken your Perception and Acceptance of the Divine Love within!
NEW Attunement using Harmonic Liquids - AWAKEN, Discernment, Organization!
Put 5 drops each of AWAKEN, Discernment, Organization in a large glass of purified water
and take a drink. Breathe deeply. Allow yourself to Awaken your Original Blueprint, your
Self Truth and your Divine Purpose.
• Amplify a full spectrum of the Divine Love Within. Awaken to your Divine Essence.
Take another drink and focus on Harmonizing:
- Disconnection from your true self, your true identity, the Divine Love within
To Energetically Assist and Inspire your:
- Core Essence
- Conscious awareness
- Spiritual connection
- Self-worth
- Manifestation - Potential
- DNA-RNA connection - Body, Mind and Soul connection
• Find and stand in your Truth, awaken your awareness of your spiritual connection.
Take another drink and focus on Harmonizing:
- Despair, Doubt
- Self-condemnation
- Judgment of others
- Feeling misunderstood
To Energetically Assist and Inspire your:
- Truth/Perceptiveness
- Decision making
- Insights/Resolution
- Self-recognition
- Clearing illusions
- Cleansing the body
- Immune System
• Realign and enhance the precision of the electro-magnetic body.
Take another drink and focus on Harmonizing:
- Fragmentation, Worry, Debilitation, Defeat
- Controlling Energies
- Inflammatory Response
To Energetically Assist and Inspire your:
- Soul Connection
- Acceptance of the Divine Love Within
- Anti-aging - Innate Healing
- Neuro-Muscular system - Cranio-sacral system
Trust and accept that within you is the power of Divine Love to fill every cell in your body with vitality
and healing - to bring forth your passion for life, your inner smile and enhance the Peace within.
Finish drinking and DECLARE: I embrace the magnificence of the Divine Love within me and allow
it to express its essence through my body, mind and emotions to enhance the full potential of peace, joy
and fulfillment in my life.
Harmonic Products and attunements do not treat or cure disease, they work with the energies of the body.
For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions, contact a health care professional.

All Harmonic Liquids -

Buy Any 3 - Get 1 FREE (all same size)!

NOW through September 2016 - Includes ALL Pre-mixed Triads
Order at 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 or online at www.harmonicsinternational.com
If ordering online, note FREE choices in “Customer Comment” section at checkout!

The Divine Harmonic Healing Energies within the body are FREE - you were born with them.
However, we live in a society that may not support and may actually
diminish the emanation of the Harmonic energy within, the Rainbow of Life.
Harmonic Liquid Formulas were created to stimulate and assist you
in restoring these wonderful energies within and amplify their magnificence.

INSPIRE - INCREASE - AMPLIFY - the Harmonic Energies of Life within you!

PEACE restores peace within your body, mind and emotions, activating the body’s healing intelligence;
harmonizing the energies of stress, anxiety, doubt and indecision to calm your being and restore mental focus.
JOY rejuvenates the spark of life within your body, mind and emotions - harmonizes disharmonic energies
to enhance your inner smile, your level of rejuvenation, wellness and joy - activates the life-force energy and
potential of anything it is placed in or on.
HARMONY revives your sense of fulfillment and satisfaction in your self and your life, restoring balance in
the glandular and cardio-vascular systems and assisting to release chronic patterns of degeneration.
CREATIVITY enhances your fire of life and creativity, igniting your vital life energy and rejuvenation.
BALANCE stabilizes your emotional body, positive mental attitude - increases “ease” back into your life and
reverses the effects of stress - balances mineral/electrolytes - relaxes sore muscles and joints, and promotes
emotional stability, peaceful joy, flexibility, self-love and trust.
STRENGTH strengthens your connection to the Universal Breath of Life and restores your natural pulses of
life within your body - enhances the immune system/viral defense, and promotes relaxation and focus.
ACTION realigns your natural patterns of energy - balances energetic distortions, enhancing the flow of vital
energy in and around the cells - enhances neuro-transmission throughout the nervous system.
CONFIDENCE revitalizes your DNA/RNA connection - revitalizes your life and your magnetic attraction for
prosperity - neutralizes the negative effects of chemicals, energetically strengthening your DNA.
SECURITY renews serenity in your body, mind and emotions - enhances the energetics of longevity harmonizes imbalanced energies that support parasites and fungus in the body.
DISCERNMENT stimulates your natural recognition system to recognize your truth and that which is in
alignment with the Divine Love within - harmonizes despair, doubt, self-condemnation, judgment of others energetically supports the body’s defense against harmful bacteria, fungus, virus and strengthens immunity.
INTUITION awakens you to the Divine Wisdom within, enhancing the energetics of your brain to reconnect
your computer brain with your “inner voice” , promoting mental clarity and focused ideas.
ORGANIZATION opens your body, mind and emotions to new possibilities as it enhances the order and
organization of the electro-magnetic and neuro-muscular systems and helps you accept the Divine Love within.
EBONY restores harmonic energy patterns of life - harmonizes and purifies disharmonic energies in the body,
substances, devices, etc. - harmonizes the stress of fear and life threatening conditions.
OPAL opens and clears the flow of natural energy in all energy systems of the body to assist in harmonizing
pain and the stress of degeneration.
MANNA restores vitality to repair cellular integrity and damaged tissue - assists the digestive system and
connective tissue - harmonizes and releases static, friction and stagnation from stress.
AWAKEN awakens and amplifies the full harmonic spectrum of Divine Love in all areas of your life.
Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease. For treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

Harmonic Vitalizer - Now On Sale thru Sept. 2016 - Over 25% OFF!!
(2 1/2”x 2 1/2”x 3/8” square colored engraved acrylic)

Harmonize the destructive negative energetics of cyber energy, digital technology, WIFI, cell and
TV towers, GPS, ELF, HAARP and similar disharmonic energetic waveforms and patterns.
Plus - harmonize and assist to reverse the effects of chemtrails and Morgellons.
• Awaken and revitalize the dynamics of your personal core power within as you continually remove and
harmonize layers of interference that have created many forms of limitation and disconnection such as
mental and physical fatigue, lethargy, creative stagnation, brain fog. Awaken your original blueprint of
creativity, positive patterns of life, vitality and sense of self.
The Vitalizers are designed to assist in clearing and transforming disharmonic, life-suppressing
energetics from:
• Your home: the people, pets, water, food, supplements, plants, crystals and all elements of life.
• Your computer, TV, video games, cell phone and all devices connected to incoming digital, WIFI, cyber
energy or preprogrammed energy patterns.
• Your appliances that have become embedded with harmful energy patterns coming in through electrical
connections.
Recommended Uses:

1. Place Vitalizer on or under the modem/router coming into your home, or somewhere on your computer.
A Vitalizer can be placed on the TV box, or anywhere on your computer to transform the disharmonic
energy patterns of the signals entering your device. If it is placed on the modem/router it transforms the
energetics before reaching your devices. It may take up to 2-4 weeks to completely clear the layers of
energetics embedded into your devices. Continued use will assist in keeping them clear. The cleared devices
will continuously send clear harmonic energy into the space and objects around them, creating a harmonic
revitalizing environment within your home and office space.
2. If you own a set of Environmental Harmonizers, place the Vitalizer under the four columns sitting
together to make a square with the logos on the columns each facing outward in a different direction.
(Add a 1/2 oz. of Harmonic Liquid Peace laying on top of the Environmental Harmonizer set for a wonderful
soothing harmonizing effect.)
The Environmental Harmonizers create a vortex of harmonic energy that will cover your entire home
and everything in it. By placing the Vitalizer under them, the energetics of the Vitalizer will be sent throughout
your home, office, etc.
3. Additional Vitalizers may be placed in specific places to clear and harmonize embedded disharmonic
cyber energies and restore a natural flow of harmonic, life supporting energy:
Start with (1) for the home – preferably under an Environmental Harmonizer, (1) for your office space
– at home and/or at work – either under an Environmental Harmonizer or on the computer modem/router,
(1) under the driver’s or passenger’s seat of each vehicle, (1) to carry in your purse or backpack or use for
therapeutic healing sessions. After 2-4 weeks you can add (1) to move around to clear individual items, (start
with the refrigerator) (1) on top of a whole house water purifier, (1) in or on the electrical circuit box, (1) on
the floor next to furnace/ air exchanger.

Harmonic Vitalizer -- (reg. $249.00) - Only $185.00 thru Sept. 2016!

Order at 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 or online at www.harmonicsinternational.com
Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease. For treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

“The Veils of Illusion!” by Rich Work

You have lived in a world of separation, where power has been used to control humanity.
Distortions, illusions, thought forms and other energies have been designed to create
holographic veils obstructing your ability to see your truth.
It is time to remove the veils of illusion.
“At this crucial point in time, it is important we learn to listen and discern with our hearts instead of our conditioned
minds. This book is a practical guide to doing that. If you want to discover Truth on many levels and be empowered to
make choices which support you and the planet, read this book.” --Marsha L. Green, Ph.D.

SEPTEMBER 2016 - 50% OFF ! (reg. $25.00)

Order online at www.harmonicsinternational.com or call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515.

Harmonics International LLC
2042 Ryan Rd.
Mosinee, WI 54455
715-355-8515/800-243-6156
www.harmonicsinternational.com

Harmonics International
2042 Ryan Rd.
Mosinee, WI 54455
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